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Democracy Is the recurrent suspicion that more
than half the people are
rlghf more than half the
time.
-E. B. White

"Who dares to teach must
never cease to learn."

Volume

m No. 7

Newark State College, Union, New Jersey

October 10, 1962

Center Board Presents
Council Defeats Athletic Association
Fine Arts Films
Request of $21,835; Appropriates $18,000
,"lkiru" First Offering
The 1962-63 selections of the Fine Arts Film Committee have
been announced by Dr. Arnold S. Rice, faculty advisor to the group.
The College Center Board, U: conjunction with the Committee, will
sponsor four films between October and April.
The first offering will be"lkiru," to be shown on Thursday,
October 18. A Japanese film with English subtitles, it was first
seen in the United States in 1960.
"lkiru" (To Live!) is the story of an" ordinary Japanese man"
who discovers he has only a short
time to live. It is the study of
the search for an answer to the
question ''What is the meaning to
life?''
Directed
by
Akira
Kurosowa (Roshomon Drunken
Special to the INDEPENDENT
Angel), it was hailed by Time

"Ole Miss"
Integrated

by Mark Acuff
Oxford, Miss. (CPS)-TheUriI-

Scene From lklru
magazine as "A masterwork.
The finest achievement of Japan's
most vigorously gifted moviemaker. The year's most moving
film."
lkiru is " ... illuminated by
some of the most brilliant cinematic images ever seen on the
screen, and by a memorable
matchless performance by its
leading actor.'' The film won
the Best Film Award and CoAward for the Best Director,
Stratford (Canada) International
Film Festival, 1960. It was voted
One of the Ten Best Films in
1959 by the British Film Critics;
and in 1960 by 'The New York:
Times, Time, Saturday Review,
New York Post, and Cue.

Scene from The Mouse That
Roared
A Russian film ver.sion of the
Shakespeare's 'Twelfth Night' 'will
be presented on November 20.
According to the Herald Tribune:
"The spirit and fun ... have been
captured by a competent and
beguiling company. The Bard is
treated with
reverence and
understanding in a beautifullycostumed, pleasantly-set comedy
motion picture ... For clarity and
punch, the Russian version of
•'Twelfth Night" is recommended
as worthwhile entertainment."
One of England's most brilliant
performers, Peter Sellers, stars
in the March 12 opus;'The Mouse
'that Roared. "Sellers plays three
roles in a "very witty film satire
on power politics. The Grand
Duchy of Grand Fenwick, world's
smallest country, relies on its
export of wine to America. When
it finds it is losing its market
to a California imitation, it decides to declare war on the
United States, with the idea of
receiving substantial. economic
(Continued on Page 3)

versity of Mississippi is more
than a university to the white
population of the South ... it is
"Ole Miss", an institution in
itself. If Southerners were to pick
the last institution they would
want to see integrated, it would
be Ole Miss.
But sooner or later, it was
bound to happen.
Two weeks
ago it did, as James Meredith,
Negro Air Force veteran, 29
years old, son of a Mississippi
cotton farmer, grandson of a
slave, applied for admission to
Old Miss, federal court, order
in hand.
At last count, there were two
dead and 75 injured, and the
Ole Miss campus looked like.nothing so much as the scene
of a recent military battle.
Troops continued rounding up
rioters and eliminating the last
pockets of resistence.
Mr. Acuff made the following
statement, ''I spent a day on
the Ole Miss Campus. I confess
to being frightened by the atmosphere of tension and bitterness. One had the feeling that
mayhem could break loose at
any moment, as it eventually
did."
The University of Mississippi
is situated in the northern farming area of the state, about 70
miles southeast of Memphis. The
area is poor . On small side
roads, poor white and Negroes
go about the business of eking
a bare existence from the tired
soil. Cotton and soybeans are the
primary crops. The farms are
tiny, the houses in poor condition, and the people exhibit the
frustration that comes from continual poverty with little hope that
things will ever get better.
The Ole Miss campus is on
the soutl} side of Oxford,several
blocks from
the
city-county
(Continued on Page 5)

Eoreign Students
To Visit NSC
"Variety" will be the "spice
of NSC", October 15. Visiting
the "typical American College"
will be approximately sixty important leaders of education from
over thirty foreign countries.
All are presently students in
the Teachers College of Columbia
University, desiring to learn
more about education, family life,
discipline, public relations, and
administration. One applicant,
according to Dr. Altena, of the
Education Department of NSC
wants to learn '' all I can while
I am here."
"October 15 will be a mos.
important day to Dr. David SeaIon's
Comparative Education
(Continued on Page 4)

"To The Poor House In A Gold Cadillac"
Continuing its debate on budget
appropriations, Student Council
last week explored the realm of
the Newark State Athletic Association. The meeting, held Friday
afternoon,
October
5,
was
sparked by such rhetoric as Robert Corby's statement to the

effect that with such large appropriations as were proposed
for the Athletic Association,
Newark State will be "traveling
to the poorhouse in a gold Cadillac." The essence of the controversy rested in the argument
that the requested appropriation

Students Protest New
Parking Regulations

Campus guard restricts vehicular traffic

was too large in lieu of the fact
that many members of the student body do not take advantage
of the Athletic Association's programs although the entire student
body must contribute to the funds.
The discussion began upon the
arrival of Dr. Joseph Errington.
Joan Schwartz started the debate
by asking for an itemized account
of the Athletic Association's budget. Peggy Kosek read the account
of the budget as follows:
Transportation and
$ 3,500
Meals
2,500
For Officials
1,250
Administrators
Membership and
600
Publications
1,000
Laundry and Cleaning
1,800
Awards
Miscellaneous for sports
equipment, supplies,and
services
3,500
Basketball
2,000
Baseball
1,500
Women's Recreation
1,500
Association
General expenses such
1,525
as insurance
250
Concessions
1,000
Sinking Fund
This came to a total of $21,
825. Maureen Drury asked for an
explanation of the Sinking Fund,
and Dr. Errington explained that
its purpose was to spread the
purchase of uniforms over a
period of several years instead
of having the total burden of
payment fall within the time span
of one year. Jim Hynes asked
if any money went for class funds,
and Dr. Errington asnwered that
state appropriations were used to
(Continued on Page 7)

With the inauguration of new parking procedures for the Newark
State campus this year, many comments have been made by NSC
students. Action this semester culminated with a resolution sponsored by Robert Corby at the October 5 meeting of Student Council.
Mr. Corby, acting upon the suggestion of the non-vote holding
president of the Senior Club, James G. Hynes, sponsored a resolution protesting the administration decision to halt student parking in the College Center-Library area of the campus.
Student s
voicing protest
against the business office action
cited women in the College center and Library during late hours.
Recent reports from the college
guards have noted the presence
of unidentified persons on campus
during the evening hours. In response to a question regarding
The Bishop's Company, a unique repertory company now in its
the personal safety of these
ninth
year of touring coast to coast, will present Rumer Godden's
women,
Eugene G. Wilkins,
"An Episode of Sparrows" on October 11 at 8:00 pm, in the Little
president of the college, suggested that they walk in pairs Theatre.
In the afternoon, members of the repertory company will be
to avoid any trouble.
The INDEPENDENT was the present at an informal coffee hour. They will discuss and demonrecipient of a letter carrying the strate various theatrical techniques. The coffee hour begins at 3:30
pm. in the main lounge of the College Center.
signatures of 34 residents of the
Dormintory. Portions of the text
The English theatre, as most
of the letter follow:
people know, was born before
''Newark State has a parking the altar of the church. The long
problem once again, its outcome,
separation between church and
unfortunately, might be the attack stage is being brought to an end
of a student in the Residence Hall,
by The Bishop's Company, first
rather than a parking ticket .. . professional repertory company
Besides the mere inconvenience,
to re-unite the forces of religion
the safety of the girls walking and theatre ; lts . record includes
back to the dorm after dark is over 700,000 miles of travel in
questionable.
49 states and Canada. Asking
' 'Since the college has started the audience to share in the
its residence program, it is their creation of the play is part of
responsibility to see that the the technique of the Company
safety
of
the residents is which uses no sets or props.
insured.''
The play is concerned with
Yvonne Furguson, senior, told Catford Street, London, where
the INDEPENDENT that several there was not so much as a
unidentified
p e r s on s
were blade of grass, nothing that was
frightened away by the appearnot man-made; the poor streets
ance of a Union police departof a big city hid earth and
ment patrol.
earth's power of growth under
Merle Harbach, actor
Besides comments regarding bricks, mortar, asphalt and pavthe dorm, students have exing stones. Two of the street founded in 1952 by Phyllis Benbow Beardsly. The group has appressed the need for parking
children made a garden in these
for those girls, especially, who
surroundings of little promise. lpeared as part of the program
use the College Center and the
It was a little garden--and this 'of the Second Assembly of the
World Council of Churches at
Libi:ary until the ten o'clock story, which begins with the dropclosing.
ping of a packet of cornflower Evanston; at Yale Divinity School,
When questioned about the
seeds on the pavement, ends in ' Drew Technological Seminary,
street lighting, Dr. Wilkins stated the changing of several people's !Rutgers University, Wittenberg
,college, and many other colthat they should be lit dui_:ing all lives.
The Bishop's Company was leges and unur.eraities.
(~ontinued on Paae 8)

Bishop's Company To
Offer" Sparrow" Play

Page 2

Editorials:

The Perennial Question

INDEPENDENT

38 Join
Faculty

The perennial question is being posed in the minds
A total of 38 new professors
of many students once more. What is NSA?
have joined the faculty at Newark
To be brief, we would state that the National State. The faculty now numbers
Student Association is the largest union of American 154, largest in the history of the
The new members fill
students, established with the idea of promoting aca- 2school.
9 new positions. Other positions
demic freedom. The Association also encourages the were created by retirements, reexpression of student's views on many issues, both signations, and leaves of absence .
national and international. In addition, NSA offers many Three positions remain to be
services to the student, such as travel information, filled.
Two Distinguished
Service
literature regarding campus problems and conferences
Professors are Dr. Goodwin Watenabling exchange of thought.
son and Dr. Louis Raths. Dr.
Elections for Newark State's NSA Co-ordinator are Watson, formerly of Teachers
l>ing held today. Although we are charter members of College, Columbia, is recognized
NSA, we have not benefited substantially from this af- as one of the pioneers in group
psychotherapy. Dr. Raths, wellfiliation. This year can be a profitable one if the right known for his work in curriculum
co-ordinator is elected. The Editorial Board of the and instruction, comes from New
INDEPENDENT strongly reccomends the election of York University. Last year,
Ellen Maher to this office. Miss Maher has shown con- he was cited as one of N.Y.U.'s
Teachers".
siderable interest in NSA and we feel she has the ne- " Great
Lawrence Davidson, a member
cessary qualifications to make NSA a functioning or- of the Metropolitan Opera
ganization on campus.
Company since 1947, is also a

Mail Distribution
The mail distribution this year has been highly
inadequate. The business office, whose duty it is to
perform this service, has been extremely lax in this
area.
The problems that have resulted due to this failing
are numerous. For example, we, the INDEPENDENT
staff, have received mail as much as a week late.
In a newspaper prompt mail delivery is essential.
We have lost one advertising account because we did
not soon enough receive the information .mailed to us.
We would venture to say that other organizations on
campus have had similar difficulties.
The mail, when it is delivered, has been haphazardly
distributed. On one occasion, a box containing student
mail was simply left in the College Center.
We have noticed signs of improvement however.
On Friday morning, two young ladies, probably work
scholarship students, (rare as they are) were instructed to distribute the mail that had accumulated
for at least four days. We hope that the business office
will institute a daily program of this sort, if we aren't
asking too much.

On Parking
Parking at Newark State is a much-talked about
and never-solved problem. Last year, many manhours were spent by the Parking Committee in an
'effort to establish parking rules which were realistic
and satisfactory to the students and the administration.
The result of this joint student-faculty effort was a
set of rules which were put into effect during the spring
semester of the 1961-62 academic year. One of these
stipulated that students would have the right to bring
cars to the College Center-Library areaafter4:30p.m.
Upon returning to campus this year, the student
body was greeted with the news that the parking rules
had been indefinitely suspended and a new set put
into effect. The students were not consulted. Among the
new regulations is one which states: ''No student cars
may be operated on campus except to enter or leave
the parking area in the most direct manner. Student
cars may not be driven on the road leading to the
College Center, Library., and Power House areas
except at the direction of the campus patrolmen.''
This regulation constitutes a serious infringement upon the rights of the student body. Student
Government is in the process of launching a vigorous
protest against this dictatorial action. Aside from the
inconvenience caused by these new restrictions, a threat
of physical danger particularly to women, has been
posed. In this area, criminal assault is not an infrequent occurance. Must we wait until something of
this nature happens on campus before this situation
is corrected?
Further, there is the question of guest and alumni
parking. Persons who wish to visit Newark State or
who have graduated and are interested enough to come
back to see recent campus development should be
granted the courtesy of parking on campus. This has
not been the case. If only for the sake of good public
relations, this deplorable situation must be rectified
immediately.

noted concert artist here and
abroad. He is teaching vocal
music, and is in the process of
organizing an opera workshop
on campus.
Other new faculty members
an their positions follow:
Dr. Rocco Lorusso, Professor of Education
Dr. Charles W. McCracken,
Professor of Education.
Mrs. Ellen D. Abell, Associate Professor of Fine Arts
Dr. William P. Angers, Associate Professor of Education and
Director of Counseling Services.
Dr. Jospeh T. H;mcock, Associa to Professor of Education
Sidney
Kreuger, Associate
Professor of English
Samuel Lourie, Associate Professor of English.
Samuel M. Valla, Associate
Profess6r of Education
John George Wagner, Associate Professor of Science
Mrs. Selma Wasserman, Associate Professor of Education
Mrs. Ann Eton, Assistant Professor of Education
Theodore Faraklas, Assistant
Professor of Mathematics
Richard J. Herrick, Assistant
Professor of English
Mrs. Phyllis E . Kavett, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Dr.
Robert
L. Latherow,
Assistant Professor of Music
Mrs . Caroline R. Madison, Assistant Professo r of Sc ience
Miss Dorothy C. Markl e , Assistant Professor of English
Ronald
Reicker,
Assistant
Professor of English
Dr. Helen G. Scire, Assistant
Professor of Education
Mrs . Elizabeth Sanders, Assistant Professor of English
Donald A. Struyk, Assistant
Professor of Science
Harvey W. Trimmer, Jr., Assistant Professor of Education
and Field Services Evaluator
Miss Patricia Boyd, Assistant
Professor II of Education and
Director of Residence
Norman E. Harris, Assistant
Professor II of Education
Clifford W. Jahn, Assistant
Professor II of Industrial Arts
Jacques H. Loeliger, Assistant Professor II of Education;
Assistant Director of Student
Teaching and Placement Miss
Ann J. Messina, Assistant Professor II of Social Science
A. Lee Meyerson, Assistant
Professor II of Science
Mrs. Patricia A. Paulson, Assistant Professor II of Health
Lawrence R. Ress, Assistant
Professor II of Library Science
Mrs. Anneliese M. Robens,
Assistant Professor II of Education
Mrs. Lauree Rystrom, Assistant Professor II of Education
Miss Margaret Tallerico, Assistant Professor II of Library
Science
Miss Jean Louise Willis, As_sistant Professor II of Social
Science
Jack Zucker, Assistant Professor II of English
Editor's Note-The Independent
Staff would lj.ke to welcome the
above listed new members,
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Letters to the Editor
Culture Comes to NSC
To the Editor:
Our high school should extend
its sincere thanks to the freshman so and so who has brought
his fine guitar talent to this
campus.
Bridge games, mah jong, the
player piano and now rock and
roll in the Hex Room.
The virtuoso manages to spend
two to three hours each day
practicing his repetoire. Currently, he specializes in four
numbers and occasionally accompanies.himself vocally. After
playing the same thing for s o
long he will probably become
quite proficient by graduation.
When interviewed, he stated:
" I feel that it is my duty as an
active student to bring the population the type of art which the
vast majority will enjoy."
This is a sentiment which deserves the heartfelt thanks of
all. Yeah sure!
Fondly,
A. Music Lover

Soliciting Bugs Him
To the Editor:
Who was that bootblack who
set
up shop outside of the
College Center last Tuesday?
I thought that soliciting on campus was forbidden.
Like this bugs me!
Sincerely,
Richard Bautsch ' 64

Hazing Again!
To the Editor:
Re: Ellen and Carol's NSC
Reacts of last week's paper.
You, as freshmen, have now
passed the ' ' horrible" uncalled
for
part of your freshman
year--Tha t is hazing. Have you
ever thought that the so-called
''unearthly'' sophomores have
suffered through the same experience last year? And how
a bout the poor sportsmanship of
the freshman class during hazing ? May I end this with just
one thing say. Remember, y ou
will be those " horrible" sophomores next year a nd you will
be inflicting the same treatment
on anothe r lowly fr e shma n class.
Sincerely,
Audrey, Class

of

'65

** *Editor's Note-The Ellen t o
which Audrey refers is Ellen
Maher, Class of '64.

Heartbroken
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter t o you
with much concern . . . . Mr. Jones
has shaved off his beard! Perhaps this matter seems to be of
little importance to you . However, I, myself, am heartbroken!
Having an art instructor with
a beard gave me and many of
the other students a feeling of
satisfaction in the sense that
our instructor was a real individual--The beard went along with

the whole atmosphere of the
ceramics studio and it ' s absence
will greatly reduc~ the mood
which the course created with
the art majors.
A Heartbroke!! Art Student

Convocation Applause
To the Editor :
The members of the StudentFaculty Brotherhood Group wish
to applaud Dr. Eugene Wilkins
on the ideas presented in his
Convocation Address last Wednesday. We believe, with him, in
the emergence of World Government as the outcome of an evolutionary process in political forms
at work in human histo r y . We
appreciate his use of the Convocation as an opportunity to
discuss these important issues.
It has started this c ollege y e ar
on a n ote of de ep c oncern and
seriousness for the great issues
of our time. For this we are
grateful, and we wish publicly
to a cknowledge our gratitude to
him for this address on the importance of World Government.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Roth
Co-Chairman
Republican Report
To the Editor :
In reply t o Don Kulick's letter
of September 26 concerning Cuba,
I would like to cover some of the
questions posed.
Regarding on what judicial
basis the U.S. can justify a Cuban
blockade--unilateral o r otherwise, I would mention the second
of two resolutions passed at the
Punta del Este Conference last
January--quoted in the September 26 "GOP View", the 1947
Rio Treaty, the 1948 Bogota
Charter, and the 1954 Caracas
Anti-Communist Declaration. All
of these international documents
oppose foreign intervention in the
Americas and provide a legal
basis for American action against
Communist Cuba.
Concerning the statement that
"even the most elastic imaginati on cannot term the presence
of 8,000 Soviet personnel. . . as
c olonization," I would suggest
a rea ding of the Congressional
Record, in which, under question
by Chairman Richard B. Russel
(D.-GA.) of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, Secretary
of State Rusk and McGeo rge Bundy
acknowledge th a t ' 'these
people live in colonies" and' ' tha t
has been a pretty genera l p a ttern
throughout
the
world, particularly when the y a r e in substantial numbe rs.'' Appa rently
their "imagination" (Kennedy's
advisor's
imaginatio n" )
is
"elastic" enough t o " term the
presence of 8,000 Soviet personnel. . . . colonization.''
As to the contention that Soviet
Cuba
does not constitute a
military threat to the United
States o r ' ' any American country
and that" to say otherwise.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Letters Continued
(Continued from Page 2)
would show an incomprehension
of elementary military science"
I would suggest studying a map
of the Western Hemisphere and
contemplating Cuba's strategic
potentials. A whole new structure
of anti-missile and anti-aircraft
defenses across Southeastern
United States costing hundreds
of millions of dollars, would be
necessary to counter Soviet bases
in Cuba. Red Cuba sits astride
all the main shipping lanes from
the U.S. East Coast to the Gulf
Coast, South America, and the
Panama
Canal.
This Soviet
colony· not only threatens U.S.
lifelines, but also jeopardizes
the ~ontrol of the Panama Canal
and places a wedge through the
middle of the Americas.
The successful orbit of Walter M. Schirra pinpoints another
threat posed by Cuba's ,proximity
to our major missile laun~hing
pad, Cape Canaveral. According
to experts, in and out of government, it is entirely within the
electronic capacities of the Russians to construct equipment to
overhear and even interfer with
U.S. missile launchings. Since
the Soviets are spending more
money to jam the Voice of
America than we spend on the
entire U.S. Information Agency,
costs certainly would not deter
the Russians from jaming American space efforts; thus the possibility of off-courser rockets,
endangered astronaut launchings,
and other related factors handicapping the security and timing
of our entire space effort stand
before us.
Thus, it cannot be over-emphasized that the strategic position of Cuba does pose a threat-and a very real one. Perhaps
the Democrats• comprehension
''of elementary military science" might be able to grasp
the significance of these facts,
and, incidentally, since American
military leaders acknowledge
these threats as real, does our
"GOP View" challenger contend
that the U.S. Arms Forces (sic)
'• shows an incomprehension of
elementary military science?'•
Pertaining to U.S. prestige in
Latin America, recent polls taken
their (sic) might enlighten us.
According to these surveys, one
thing the Latins hold against the
U.S. is its failure to slap down
Castro's Communist beach-head.
As far as they are concerned,
respect is more important than
"friendship" and emphasized
was the concept that friendship
follows respect: "It is not purchased.•• Even more revealing
via Margaret Chase Smith--was
a
comment
echoed
in the
chambers of the U.S. Senate,
voicing the Latin mood, and addressed to the American public:
"If you (Americans) do not have
the will, the courage and determination to resist that close (70
nautical miles from U.S. to Cuba)
to your own country then why do
you think that we (Latins) have
any real confidence that the U.S.
would come to our defense
hundreds of miles further distant
from your shores if the Communists invaded?'•
Sincerely,

Jim Fulcomer

"The Losingest Team"
To the Editor;
We think that it was very
benevolent of the Athletic Association to accept Council's approved budget of $18500 instead
of the $21,500 previously requested.
We feel that it was very poor
form for Council to strike such
important items as a $1000 Sinking Fund and $250 for the profitable Basketball concessions .
It is the sincere hope that
the Athletic Association will be
able to continue its fine work
on such limited funds.
How is it that the men receive
only $17000, while the disstaff
side receives all of $1500?
How can we expect every
"athlete" to receive a blazer,
or every member of every team
to receive a trophy, even if they
are the losingest teams on the
East Coast?
R.W. Corby. . . . . . . . .'63
S. Rudolf Kopecky . . . . .'63
D. Fred Licks . . . . . . . '63

Fine Art
(Continued from Page 1)
aid after it loses. Sellers plays
the Grand Duchess, the Prime
Minister and the hapless Field
Marshall who must lead the 20man army of Grand Fenwick
(equipped with medieval armor
and bows and arrows) in its
invasion of New York. There they
manage to capture America's
newest secret weapon, the Qbomb, together with its inventor
(David Kossoff), his daughter
(Jean Seberg), the military commander of New York, and several\
cops, and take them all back
to Grand Fenwick, creating a
major internation crisis.••
' Wozzeck ' is the final work,
scheduled to be shown April 4.
A German film with English subtitles, it had its American pre miere in the Spring of 1961.
.,, Wozzeck' is described as '' The
mordant psychological study of
-the destiny of a common soldier
in the Prussian army around
1830~'

Response
From Rutgers
To the Editor:
I notice that the NSCYR's,
like the YR's at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, are
not representative of opinionSof the more responsible members
of the Republican party. Rather,
these two student groups follow
the line taken by rightist Republicans Goldwater and Dirksen.
Despite the hysteria created
by these men and their young admirers, there is one very definite and undeniable fact in the
Cuban situation which they completely overlook: We are not at
war with Cuba, nor have we cause
to be. To all those who have
fallen victim to anti-Cuban, antiCastro and anti-Communist hysteria, I beg you pause and consider what this fact means.
Sure you don't like a MarxistLeninist type government so near
to our home; this is understandable. But not your total rejection
of common sense and good
reason. There are many things
we don't like about the world
situation, about which we seem
powerless to do anything.
We don't like a fascist Spain
or
Portugal, we don't like
colonialism in Africa, Asia, or
the Middle East. But, we live
with these "facts of life", for
we are laoth to interfere in the
internal affairs of other countries.

Cuba Is An Exception

Cuba, however, is a notable
exception. For some unaccountable reason we have done more
than a little to interfere in that
country's
int e r n a 1 affairs.
Though at first we denied having
anything to do with the invasion
of Cuba last year, we soon learned
that this lie was exposed sensationally and was capitalized on
by communists around the world.
It was our second big lie exposed to the people of the world
(the first, the infamous spy flight
of Gary Powers over the Soviet
Union.) As NormanVincentPeale
would say, this is no way to win
friends and influence people, not
is it any proof of practice or belief in international law and the
principles of the UN Chart~r.
In displaying their erudition
and political finesse, our YR's
respond to the Cuban situation
with all sorts of historical
proclamations and precedents.
What is significant, however,
about their profuse display of
historical understanding is that
According to the Candian Fed- they fail to mention the laws
eration of Film Societies, ''Vis- of the U.S. applicable to the
ually, the film is in the tradition Cuban situation, laws which have
of German films of the '20'swith much more meaning than a
emphasis on expressive ang_les proclamation make by a US President in the year 1812, one which
and sombre
lighting.
"The
Congress refused to ratify, and
British
Film Institute called
which, in addition to its stateWozzeck '' • ;Highly successful. . ,
ments regarding further coloni the nightmare, obsessive quality
zation, recognizes all existing
of Wozzeck's world, the concept
colonial holdings, and further
of Wozzeck himself as the fated
stipulates that the U.S. will not
common man, humble in his needs
interfere in the internal affairs
and desires, driven to murder
and madness- -all these have been · of Europe. The Monroe Doctrine
is about as valid today as the
powerfully realized in the film's
blue laws of any of the New
performance of the title role by
England states. But our federal
Kurt Meisel."
laws do have some validity, or
All presentations will be shown
so we should hope . One of these
in the Little Theatre at 3: 30 and
laws strickly prohibits the es7:JO P.M.
tablishment on U.S. soil of bases
of aggression against countried
with whom we are at peace. Obviously, this is one law which
we have carefully overlooked in
this whole Cuban affair. But,
there are other laws which we
too have conveniently forgotten.
There is a federal law prohibiting
the supply and support of insurgents against governments
with whom we are at peace.
Besides all of these legal obstacles, we ought to mention the
principles upon which they are
based. Is not the U.S. which has
declared vehemently its desire
to respect the principles of self
determination, self government
and security from external intervention ir. the affairs of
another country? Are these principles and laws.- to be applied
(Continued on Page 6)
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Faculty Platforni
What do you feel is the significanceoftherecenthappening in Oxford,
Missi.ssippi?

Juul V. R. Altena

James .B. Howe

One of the factors that one can
observe in the history of ways
of life in the U.S.A. is that
it has been punctuated by expressions of sometimes violent
extremism. This extremism then
tends to shock more moderate
thinkers into expressions of
thought and in many instances
has led to progress in insights,
attitudes, rules and regulations
in respect to human relations.
It may well be, and presumably
(see the N.Y. Times of Oct. 5,
1062, page 19) there is evidence
already that the Mississippi case
may have this effect.
However there is the question,
in how far the U.S.A. can afford
to continue along this line of extremism with subsequent swings
back to lines of sense and
decency, in a world in which this
same country wants to take a
place of leadership in spreading
concepts of democracy.
Among
extreme
segregationists, particularly in some of
the Southern States there has
been a tendency to mask the problems of white citizens in relation to non-white citizens by
issues of State Rights versus
Federal legislation. This issue
is not of very great interest in
the international press in other
countries in many of which people
are hardly aware of the separate
governments of the states in the
United States. However, there
is in these countries, particularly
in the new Asiatic and African
nations , an extreme awareness
of issues of human rights of
people of all colors and races.
The Mississippi case has made
headlines in all the newspapers
in new as well as old countries
as an issue in human attitudes
and relations--in this case attitudes and relations in the United
States of America--moreover, in
connection with an institution that
claims to be a center of university
study. There is no doubt that
this incident, as did the one in
Little Rock and others, has
seriously harmed the international prestige of the U.S.A.
It is my sincere conv~ction that
educators, teachers and future
teachers in all parts of the U.S.
A. can do much to help develop
more sensible ways than the
extreme with .the swing-back-todecency approach of which the
Mississippi case was an example,
and which has with some good,
done so much harm to American• s
world leadership. The masking of
the direct human relations issue
by the extreme emphasis on
state-federal relations, could
well be counteracted by more
stress on the educational factors
involved in integration and segregation.
Very gew people seem to
realize how squarely and clearly
in the very text of the Supreme
Court Order the issue of human
relations has been based on the
process of education as we have
increasingly come to understand
that concept.
In the last forty years more

After thinking over the question1
my reply is centered around
three
areas:
political,
sociological and educational.
Politically the
significance
would be that again the law of
the land, as determined by due
process, has been upheld. This
I am sure, would be accepted
by those who feel that there is
justification in supporting the
rights of the individual at any
cost. The significance might
further point to the face that the
case of Meredith-Federal Govvernment versus Barnett - and
the people of Mississippi leads to
questions as to the rights of
others-namely, those who are
discriminated against without reference to color. Would the
Federal Government bring to
bear as much weight in other
situations, such as a case of
Puerto-Rican versus New York
City?
The sociological significance
may well be identified by the fact
that even at this hour there are
some who have accepted this situation as being settled and will
simply accept the fact that a Mr.
Meredith is now a member of
their group despite an artificial
grafting. As in Little Rock and
other locations) a sociological
pattern has been changed and will
mellow with time. Now_inOxfor d,
Mississippi, the situation , like a
new cello. • 'must be played
upon" to become strong and resounding.
Educationally the significance
is perhaps not so strong, but
interesting. Here we have a
" bright" person entering an institution which is not as well
known for its academic prowess
as for its football. I can not see
educationally, other than symbolically, that Mr. Meredith will
gain a good education for himself.
I do not advocate separate but
equal, but I just wonder, in the
end will Meredith receive a
'•good'' education?
Glory and Honor, the Hero
approaches!

(Continued on Page 5)

Colonial
Pharmacy's
Luncheonette
1498 Morris Ave.,
Union Mu-7-3100
Present this

Coupon for a

10% Discount
on purchases of $1.00ormore
excluding packaged ice cream
Sandwiches, Sundaes, Milk
Shakes
Malteds,
Sodas,
Coffee, etc.
Orders may be called in for
Fast Free Delivery 9 a.m.10 p.m.
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Council Comments
by Edward Martin

Topic of Controversy
The subject of parking has become THE TOPIC of controversy
again.
True there is now a new parking lot, a new traffic pattern,
no parking fines, and a less congested parking area. This is all
fine, but for the first time in the
history of the college the parking
of students off campus is great
enough to bring the wrath of the
local property owners down upon
the heads of students and the administration. Also, students are
not allowed to park on the campus
in the areas near the library and
the college center anymore. This
regulation applies to those students who use these college facilities after 4 : 30 and even in the
evening. To this can be added
the problem, and I consider this
to be a grave one, that there is
no code for dealing with offenders
of the parking regulations short of
probation or suspension. (Maybe
here the proposed Student Court
might be experimented with).
The Student Parking Committee met to discuss the parking
problems that confront the student since the institution of the
new parking policy. It 18 my belief that these people expressed
sufficiently the students' predicament.
Should their recommendations
fall upon deaf ears or the people
in charge turn to stone at the
suggestion of changing their regulations to benefit the students,
I would suggest that the Student
Council act on behalf of them
in whatever means it has at its
disposal.
Just because we are forced to
accept the dictatorial policy of
Trenton in regard to the $5.00
parking fee i ncrease, it does
not necessarily follow that all
the other changes in the parking
regulations must be good or even
necessary . This i s up t o the s tudent-faculty committee to decide.

If the trend towards violence
available to children 'is the
printed page continues, those of
us who plan to teach in the first
grade may very well find ourselves using the following primers.
This is Spike.
Spike is a gangster.
Gangsters kill people.
Kill, kill, kill!
This is a gun.
This is Spike's gun.
Guns kill people.
Bang, bang, bang!
This lS Jane.
Jane is Spike's girlfriend.
Jane does not kill people.
Jane, Jane, Jane!
This is a dance hall.
Jane works in the dance hall.
Spike works for the mob.
Busy, busy, busy!
This is Johnny.
Johnny comes from Chicago,
(Continued on Page 6)

Better Future
by Ruth Loeb
The United Nations Children's
Fund is a special agency of the
Economic and Social Council cooperating with the World Health
Organization, the Food andAgriculture Organization, and other
UN agencies to combat disease
and malnutrition in developing
areas where illness and hunger
are taken for granted. Originally
established by the General Assembly on December 11, 1946, to
bring aid to child victims of war
and for general child health purposes. In December, .1950, the
Assembly expanded the terms of
reference of UNICEF to emphasize meeting long-range needs
for children, particularly in under-developed countries. In Octtober, 1953, the UNICEF program
was extended by the Assembly
without time limit.
UNICEF is governed by a 30nation Executive Board, of which
the United States is a member,
which determines programs and

Focus
Business Manager

+ Student

foreign Students
(Continued from Page 1)
senior class", stated Dr. Altena.
His students study extensively
one foreign country as a term
p·roject. Acting as hosts to University students will enable them
to enrich their studies , it was reported. Plans call for two students to "team" upwithonevisitor from a country which they are
studying. Dr. David Scalon, currently in Africa, is a Professor
of Education at Columbia and
former head of Newark State
College's Education Department.
Also acting as hosts, added
Dr. Altena, is the Foreign Student Comrmttee and entire student body.
" We hope the visitors will be
friendly and delighted to be here
on their first visit to an American college," closed Dr. Altena.
Visiting groups consist of men
in their late 20's and early 30's.
The men are "young enough",
Dr. Altena pointed out, to return
to their .::ountries and have ample
time to apply newly learned
teaching methods. Thrity-one representative countries include:
Afganistan, Argentina, Brazil,
Ceylon, Chile, Finland, England, Egypt, Ghana, Haiti, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Korea, China, Nigeria, Philippines, British Borneo, Saudi
Arabia, Southern Rhodesia, Sudan, Thailand, Turkey, U.A.R.,
Venezuela, Viet Niam, and Yugoslavia.
Positions held by the future
visitors in their own countries
range from Chief of Survey and
Research in the Administration
of
Education and University
teachers to a chaplin and school
of nursing director. Most wish
to advance their positions, three
or four will return for their first
position.
After their arrival at 9 : 30
AM by chartered bus, the group
will have an overview of the
campus and be greeted by President Wilkins. Following a late
lunch in the cafeteria with Comparative Education students.

Promise of A

First Grade
Primer

Gerald Anders
Has anyone ever noticed a
young man with blue eyes and a
crewcut dashing about the Newark State Book and Supply Store?
No, he is not one of the energetic employees, he is the tireless employer, Mr. Gerald Anders.
Twenty-nine year old Andy, as
he is known by the students
on campus, fills the position of
Business Manager of the StudentFaculty Co-op. In 1961 Andy was
the Business Assistant to the
Board of Trustees of the StudentFaculty Co-op under the recently
retired Mrs. Jane Plenty.
Andy was born in Centerville,
Iowa where he attended elementary school and high school. He
was part of a familyoftwobrothers, one sister, his mother and
father. After graduating from
high school, this cheerful man
entered the Navy for four years.
While in the Navy, Andy participated in the observation of the
atom bomb test in Einioetok in
the Pacific in 1952. His travels
in the Navy on the aircraft carr r, "Orishanyi" took him to
Hawaii, the Phillipines, Japan,
and Korea. He was honorably
discharged as an air-controlman
3rd class. Soon after he entered
the University of California. Af-

Drive Underway

Kappa Epsilon
A leper clothes drive is being
sponsored by Kappa Epsilon Sorority. The drive will take place
during the week of October 9th.
All students wishing to contribute old clothes can do so by
leaving them in a box that will
be placed in front of the cloakroom in the College Center. A
representative of the sorority
stated, "Any support for this
project will be greatly appreciated.''

"Andy"
ter a semester there, he traveled
east across the United States in
1956 in order to enter atRutgers
University. He then graduated in
1961 as a major in Business Administration. Thereafter he took
his position as member of the
Newark State Campus.
Meanwhile Andy had married
i n 1956 a Manhattanite, Lynn,
a graduate of Syracuse. They
now have two boys, Kurt, three
years old, and Eric, two years
old. Also part of the family are
two Manchester Terriers, Boofer
and Sam. Andy and his family
now reside in Piccataway Township, New Jersey. Andy is presently earning his Masters Degree here at N.S.C. at night in
the field of education, specializing in Behavioral Science .
Andy's hopes for the book store
are to incorporate more paperback books in the store and to
increase the variety of books. In
commenting on the abilitie s of
his employees, Andy stated, "It
is amazing the responsibility
these students have accepted in
carrying out their dutues and
holding their decorum under the
toughest
of
circumstances . ••
Andy also mentioned, "I have
noticed the increase in student
spirit and student morals within
the entire student body."
Carol Auriemma

allocates funds. UNICEF resources consist solely of voluntary
contributions, both governmental
and private . These funds are
transformed into supplies needed
to control and eradicate mass
diseases, improve nutrition, and
equip maternal and child health
centers. Aided countries match
every UNICEF dollar with $2.50
worth of services or equipment,
and eventually take over the programs. UNICEF provides drugs,
vaccines, milk, and equipment as
well as aid for training national
personnel.
Every year, UNICEF helps
protect
millions of children
against hunger and disease. Of
more importance--it teaches the
science and value of self-protection and self-development to
scores of millions. Originally
inspired by a "thank you" drawing from a little girl who had
been helped by the Children's
Fund, the purchase of UNICEF
cards has become a traditional
way of supporting its life-giving
work. UNICEF uses all proceeds
from card sales in its worldwide
programs to help economically
under-developed countries which
request aid for their children.
The purchase of only one box of

cards can provide vaccine to protect 50 children against tubercu losis; two boxes, the antibiotics
to cure five children of trachoma;
and ten boxes, a daily glass of
milk for 85 children for a month.
The proceeds from the sale of
UNIF cards in 90 countries
last year were sufficient to equip
20,000 small maternal and child
health centers. It takes so little
to help!
Three - quarters of all the
world's children live in areas
lacking the barest medical essentials, and most of these children
only receive the equivalent of one
school lunch every two days . The
world of UNICEF is the world
of ·children--three-fourths of
them in dire need; i=ediately
responsive to help . The United
Nations Children's Fund makes
it possible for countries and
people to realize, through children, the promise of a better
future.
UNCIEF card brochures may
be found on the CCUN poster
in the College Center. For further
information on the Children's
Fund or to place orders for cards,
contact Ruth Loeb, mailbox 774.
All cards will be delivered in
time for the holiday season.

Benny Goodman
At Lincoln Center
by Ron Spi,ne lla
Last Wednesday night Benny
Goodman played a benefit concert
c onsisting of jazz and classical
musi c for the Wiltwyck School
for Boys at Philharmonic Hall.
It was the premier for Mr. Goodman and jazz in the ultra-modern
concert hall.
In the chamber music half of the
program, Mr. Goodman was accompanied by Leon Pommers,
pianist; Klaus Adam, cellist; and
Sara Endich, soprano. Jazz musicians present for the second
half of the evening were Lionel
Hampton, vibes; Bobby Hackett,
trumpet; Eddie Gomez, bass;
Eddie Burke, drums; and Ralph
Cassal on guitar.
Unfortunately, the performance reflected the fact that little
preparation had been undertaken
before presentation. The classical part of the concert suffered
from a certain inhibition apparent
in the playing of Mr. Goodman
who included on the program
Beethoven's "Clarinet Trio,"
Debussy's
"First Rhapsody,"
and Schubert's ''DerHirtaufdem
Felsen. •• However, it was much
less of a disappointment than the

jazz segment of the concert
which even Bobby Hackett could
not save from absolute and complete dis order. The lack of a pia n o was a serious setback, and
the dreary showmanship of Lionel Hampton severly handicapped Goodman and Hackett.
The tone and taste of Bobby
Hackett combined at times with
the inimitable clarinet of Benny
Goodman to give the listener
a sample of what might have been
if some organization had been
possible . But the rule of the
evening, it seems, was to prove
how it is possible to assemble
some fine musicians in a grand
hall and still get mediocre jazz.
I do not believe the blame
lies with the musicians, but rather an indiscriminating public
which will accept almost anything
as the real thing these days.
This is personified,in Rich' areview that ''hearing it was a little
like spending a rainy afternoon
with old records from the attic.''
We only wish it were, Mr. Rich,
for I fear you are as damp as
your rhetoric.
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NSC Reacts

P~e_S

Campus Committee Adds
Fireplaces For 10 Acre Tract

Whatcloyoufeel Is the significance of the recent happening In Oxford,
Ml11lsslppl?

Paul Burst
Today the nation 1B gripped
by another social e ontroversy
over the admission of a Negro
to a college which once accepted
only whites. This controversy is
significant since it strikes at the
root of segragation in all public
facilities.
Disregarding the constitutional
aspects, it is high time that the
Negroes are not treated as
" special" persons. They have
been subjected to more discrimination
than have any other
minority group in America. The
status of Negroes in American
life must be improved in order
that they may gain the knowledge
and skills that will enable them
to take part, more fully, in our
integrated society.
As regards the recent happening, let me state generally that
the people of Mississippi have
stereotyped the Negro as having
a lower-calss culture. They
assert
that
Negroes
are
"dirty"; destructive ofproperty;
"loud" in their language; and
for the most part aggressive and
dangerous. If tl:us is true, I would
like to know how the Mississippiwhites classify themselves?

those who followed his stated
policy for non-violent refusal.
These people were aware of the
trouble that would result. They
tried to accomplish two things,
retention of segregation andnonviolence. For a group accustomed
to one way of living, the policy
of forcing an issue by use of a
Federalized National Guard is
just unpalatable.
Consider
James Meredith.
This man is the representative
of a group or groups whose main
goal is immediate integration.
As a figurehead or symbol, he
typifies the strength and fortitude
of the organization he represents.
They are only lacking in discretion. This lack ha.a been
typical in a group that asks external reform without admitting
a need for internal improvement.
As an overall concept the
situation is this. People have been
living one way for over one
hundred years.
If integration
were to have taken place it should
have come about immediately
after the Civil War and it didnot.
In eight years it is impossible to
correct a situation that was so
long in creation without t;ouble
equalling or surpassing that in
Mississippi.
Integration will come. But to
come peacefully, without riots
and bloodshed, it will take time.
Social change does not occur
overnight. It may take ten, twenty
or even fifty years~ but it will
then not be forced or enforced
integration.

Martin Kamerman

'' Fireplaces and picnic sites
are now availablefor usebyCampus organizations and NSC students,•• reports Florence Wright,
Campus Committee Chairman.
The three fireplaces, situated
in the 10 acres of permanently
wooded area directly in back of
the cafeteria, were built during
the summer through the efforts
of the Campus Committee. The
group plans to provide tables and
benches for each of the three
areas during the present school
year.
The
following are a few
simple rules set up by the committee in order to facilitate use
of the fireplaces :
1. Fireplace reservations and
charcoal pans must be signed out
through Miss Davison's office.
2. Wood is located adjacent to
the fireplaces and by the powerhouse. 3. Those using the fireplaces will be held responsible
for extinguishing the fire completely and disposing of the ashes

Poetry Market
Poetry is wanted for the new
1962-63 Inter-Collegiate Poetry

Lloyd Feinstein

In May of 1954, a series of
cases under the title of Brown
vs. Board of Education et. al.,
the United States Supreme Court
handed down a decision, the repercussions of which have fiared
again in the state of Mississippi.
Through a process which may be
(properly) questioned legally, the
various states were ordered by
the court to integrate their
schools. James Meredith was
selected as the test in the Negro
move to integrate ' 'Ole Miss''.
Morally this may be quite desireable in principle, if not in
exact practice. In a state which
is governed by white supremists,
steeped in the background of
Southern cultural patterns, the
move to integrate on a college
level could only cause the deplorable trouble which resulted.
If the principle of states rights
i s to be ignored in favor of a
sometimes nebulous ''law of the
land" then the Federal Government ought to reappraise their
methods. I would suggest integrating progressively from the
primary grades up, rather than
the reverse. lfMeredith'sgrandson were the first NelJ,l"O at the
University of Mississippi rather
than James Meredith, there would
be time for understanding, or at
least acceptance, to develop.
There must be understanding
for Governor Rosa Barnett and

Campus committee at work.

The significance of the Mississippi Crisis lies in the Constitutional interpretation. by the
Federal
Courts and in the
Government's enforcement of
those rulings. The Crisis has
shown that the Federal Government is the enforcer of the laws
in the land; and that Federal
law takes precedent over State
Law.. It has also shown that
States Rights, what'sleftofthem,
are dead. The state of Mississippi has learned they, like every
other state, must comply with
the Supreme Court's rulings.
Finally it demonstrat es that an
executive branch or the State
Government cannot obstruct the
'' due process of law.•• Governor
Barnett tried, but failed, and is
now held in contempt of the
Federal Courts. Whether Governo,F. Barnett is convicted of these
charges or not, remains in the
hands of the courts, national
politics and the President.

Congress Anthology. Selections
will be based upon poetic merit
and chosen from colleges and
universities
throughout
the
country. If accepted, all future
publishing rights are to be retained by the author. All contributors shall be notified of the
editor's decision and shall have
the opportunity of obtaining the
completed anthology.
Submit to:
Inter-Collegiate Poetry
Congress
203 South Third Street
Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania

Erratum
Due to an error in the
Registrar's list, the following persons were incorrectly listed in last week's
Dean's List story:
Judy Vance,
Social Science
Henrietta Blatt,
Social Science
Donald Kulick,
Social Science
Tillie Moritz,
Social Science.
Also, Anthony Martino's
name
was
erroneoualy
printed as Anthony Miller.

Marie Spero
Let ua stop for a minute and
take the ·feathers out of our caps
awhile and try to see ourselves
as other nations of the world
see us. Here in America, the
most infiuencial and mightiest
country in the world. We spend
billions of dollars every year to
maintain peace and friendship
with peoples of foreign lands.
Yet, right within our own borders
the age-old problem between the
white man and the blackmanatill
exists. Most people of foreign
nations probably feel that we
should iron out our own problem.a
before taking on those of other
nations, and what's more, they're
right.

But this incident in Mississippi
is not going to stop there. We
can't dismiss what it is doing to
our nation as a whole. Not only
has it opened old wounds between
the North and the South but the
breach made between the white
and colored people will be long
in healing.
Perhaps this incident down
South has a good point, too. It
ca.'l remind us that equality, the
very backbone of our democratic
society, is not limited to a select
few. It is to include everyone no matter what the color of his
akin is. What we make of our
ideals today will determine the
future of America tomorrow.

in a safe manner. (. All refuse
is to be disposed of in the receptacles provided by those using
the area.
5. The group using
the fireplaces is responsible for
the condition of the area. If the
area is found in poor condition
when they arrive, they are to report it -td' Miss Davison or take
over the responsibility of cleaning
the
area
themselves.
6. Failure to comply · with the
above rules will lead to refusal
of further requests made by that
group.

Faculty Platform
(Contihued from Page 3)
insight has been acquired in the
part which the total environment
with all human relations in it,
as well as school instruction,
plays in the formation of the
human
personality,
and the
development of capacities. I quote
a part of the Supreme Court
order as stated by Chief Justice
Warren on May 12, 1954, and in
which he included a passage from
a former order in a Kansas
case : "Segregation of white and
colored children in public schools
has a detrimental effect upon the
colored children. The impact is
greater when it has the sanction
of the law, for the policy of separating the races is usually interpreted
as
denoting
the
inferiority of the Negro group.
A sense of inferiority affects the
motivation of the child to learn.
Segregation with the sanction of
the law, therefore, has a tendency
to retard educational and mental
development of Negro children
and to deprive them of some of
the benefits they would receive
in a racially integrated school
system. . .
"We (the Supreme Court) con-.
elude that in the field of pub- •:
lie education
the doctrine of
'' separate but equal'• has
no
place. Separate facilities are inherently unequal."

"Ole Miss" lntergrates
(Continued from Page 1)
building square where rioting
broke out Sunday, September 30.
It is a medium sized campus,
as American campuses go. 118
fraternity and sorority "rows"
are lined with huge houses, some
of the old plantation style, some
of modern design. The classroom
,buil·dings· are large, including
some new structures . Work is
in progress on a new science
center.
The
campus is approached
along University Avenue, lined
with stately trees befitting the
114 years that Ole Miss has been
in existence .
At the entrance
to the school stand several monuments to Mississippi's Confederate war dead. Behind the monuments, in front of the Administration building is a large
circular park, scene of the weekend's rioting. A large American
flag flies from a pole in the
middle of the park.
It is true: the girls at Ole
Miss are beautiful, as they drive
by in new cars sporting bumper
stickers
reading ' 'Help Ross
Keep Mississippi
Sovereign"
and "Impeach Earl Warren" .
Many Ole Miss students left
the campus over the September
30 week-end to attend the Mississippi-Kentucky football game in
Jackson, the state's capital. Many
freshmen were
in
evidence,
wearing the "M" beanie in the
Confederate colors. The student
newspaper ,The Mississit,t,ianwas
out Friday, September 28, with
a
headline
reading "Crowd
Cheers Barnett" referring to
an ovation given Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett on turning
away James Meredith from the
gates of Ole Miss the day before.
Said Mr. Acuff, " The students
I saw and talked to were quiet
and tense. One girl expressed
a commonly held opinion when
she said, 'I just wish this thing
would get over with, one way or
another.' I saw a petition backing
governor Barnett circulating in
the student union; it had pages
of signatures.
"Perhaps the most prophetic
statement I heard was from the
student who said, 'You knowwhat
tees all these reporters off?
They want to see us throw some
bricks or something.'
"Confederate fiags -were selling rapidly in the student union
store. The fiags were in evidence
everywhere ...... Some
students
were carrying the fiags and wearing rebel hats.
'' A few students I talked with
seemed to have realized what the
alternatives in the crisis were:
admit
Meredith
or
cloae

school.
A few seemed to have
realized that closing the school
would mean loss of all their
college credit, ruining years of
work for degrees . But the younger
students were not worried about
losing credits . They were by far
the more vociferous in backing
their segregationist governor."
Oxford townspeople expressed
the fear that if the University
were closed it would mean the
end of their businesses. Over
2000 Oxford citizens are employed by the University. The already
shaky economy of Northern Mississippi would collapse if the Univversity were closed, and the
local businessmen know lt, Mr.
Acuff observed.
' ' But there are many who don't
know, andiftheyknow, don't care.
All they know is that a black man
is in Old Miss, and they come
from all over the South to save
white supremacy at the South's
most
sacred
stronghold
of
academic segregation," he announced.
Certainly not all the students
at Ole Miss participated in the
riots that Sunday. Probably 25%
or less did. But that one-fourth
of the student population was
loud
enough
and boisterous
enough to silence the rest of the
student body. There were no integrationists in evidence in Oxford.
It wasn't wisetoopenone'smouth
at all if not in agreement with
the extremists.
The moderates among the student body stayed mostly in their
dorms, or left town during the
week-end. It will be sometim~
before they are heard from again
... at least not until the present
crisis has becom~ a thing of
memory instead of presence.
Mr. Acuff concludes, "And I
shall never forget one thing about
Ole Miss-the expressions on the
faces of the Negro janitors and '
servants who do the menial work
on the campus. They were quiet.
They knew that their immediate
environment was embroiled in a
crisis that involved them,whether
they likeq it or not. And they
knew all too well that enraged
mobs oi, Southern whites have
taken to shooting Negroes on
sight in the past. Yet they said
nothing. They looked at you out
of the corners of theil" eyes,
wondering whether you were
friend or foe. You could fe el
them wat ching you."

We Need
Typists
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Response
From Rutgers
(Continued from Page 3)
only when it is in our best
interests, or are we to uphold
them because they are right and
true? If we say we believe in
these principles then we must
follow them, otherwise we are
hypocrites.
Yet, you may still be undecided
and uneasy. You will ask how
can we tolerate a Russian colony
so close to our country, and one
which could conceivably serve as
a base of Russian aggression in
the Americas?
As far as Cuba becoming a
Russian colony is concerned,
might 11 remind you that the same
fears arose in the last few years
of the 50's, when Russia poured
massive aid into Egypt, and that
since that time Nassar has shown
no great sympathy with Russian
ideals or goals. Indeed, there
have been numerous disagreements between Cairo and Moscow
on very important international
questions.
In the case of Cuba, it took
Castro two years to convince
Russia that his country was worth
investing in. Only after Castro
had been refused ai_d in the West
did he go to Russia, and only
after much pleading, and more
importantly, the pledge of repayment and mutual financial
benefit did Moscow finally offer
aid. To think that Castro would
relinquish
his
authority
to
Moscow is as groundless as assuming that Nassar would.
The other fear that you may
have is that of Russian aggression from Cuba. This I consider
both practically and theoretically
absurd. The facts are that Cuba
is receiving no large numbers of
troops, no assault boats, no
strategic bombers, no ICBM's or
IRBM's,
but rather defense
weapons with which to ward off
counter-revolutionary invasions
equipped with the latest and best
U.S. equipment.
Our proud YR's have commended
publicly
the
irresponsible
attacks
make
by
counter-revolutionaries upon the
Cuban mainland and upon British
shipping.
So
wild
has the
hysteria become that this immoral, illegal and irresponsible
activity by
dispossessed and
dissatisfied Cubans commands
the admiration of supposedly sensible U.S. citizens.
What has this country come
to when its citizens not only
publicly express their support
for these self-exiled Cubans but
seek to use federal power to interfere in the affairs of another
country?
Let us stop and reconsider our
attitudes, our prejudices, and our
mistaken ideas. We may not like
Communist Cuba, but we have no
right eigher legally or morally
to impose OUR will on the masses
of Cuban people. It is for them
to decide what system they want
to live under, and it is for them
to show their disapproval of their
government. Let us not mistake
the comparatively small number
of refugees for the voice of the
Cuban people. We should have
learned our lesson from last
year's abortive invasion. Fifteen
hundred well trained and well
equipped men sought to overthrow the Castro goyernment.
But the · resistance they met so
completely overwhelmed them
that the whole force surrendered
en masse. Consider this also:
the Cuban army is composed of
75,000 regulars, and the militia
of 150,000. Castro has armed
the people, and if they desired
a change, they could certainly
make it.
Richard Damashek
(Rutgers University)
Effective Monday, Oct. 8,
on a trial basis, the Snack
Bar will be open:
8. A.M.-9:30 P.M. Monday to Thursday
8 A.M.-6 P.M. Friday
•The College Center
will be open:
1 P.M.-6 P.M. Saturday and Sunday
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CCUN to Debate Cuban Question
The Collegiate Council for the
United Nations invites the students and faculty of Newark'state
to attend the launching of this
year's activities. For its first
program of the semester, CCUN
will sponsor a debate on the important Cuban question on Tuesday, October 16th at 3: 30 in the
faculty dining room. Featured
participants in the program will
be Linda Haynes, Lloyd Feinstein, Jim Fulcomer, and Spencer Kopecky.
This week the Organization of
American States met in Washington to discus.a what program to
pursue in reaction to the political dangers emanating from Castro's Cuba, Although differing in
their evaluation of the methods
which could be used in face of
the obvious threat posed by the
transformation of Cuba into a
Soviet - supported enterprise,
they did agree on this conclusion:
''that now more than ever it is
necessary to strengthen the system of representative democracy
and to redouble the offers being
made to bring harmonious progress to the peoples, and the
earliest and most effective improvement in their standard of
living, within the framework of

the Alliance for Progress, and
with the most complete respect
for human rights."
Advocates of direct action porpose the risk of armed conflict
or violation of international law.
The
Kennedy
Administration
backs a program of embargo designed to compel foreign shipping
companies to choose between
permanent trade with the United
States and the short-term profits now being obtained by transporting Soviet bloc cargoes to
Cuba. Are the risks of direct
action worth taking? Will the
embargo program prove effective? For discussion of these
questions and the entire Cuban
problem, attend the CCUN meeting on October 16th.

Parking Primer
Oh! Oh! See the man.
He is jumping, whistling, shouting
And pulling his hair out.
Mister Man, why are you
doing that? You look silly!
I see! But we just want to go
to the library.
Oh! We can't drive to the library?
It is 9:58 and it is nearly time

to

GOP View
by Jim Fulcomer

Spa<e-Military Supremacy
With Russia's '' twin" cosmonauts and New Jersey Comdr.
Schirra's new feat, war in space
has moved out of the realm of
fantasy into possibility. Soviet
military leaders consider space
warfare inevitable in the event
of war. The U.S. space goal is
to prevent Soviet military supremacy in space. In view of this
Americans must consider: ifwar
comes, will the U.S. be ready?
Today there is a marked conflict between the U.S. Air Force
and the civilian space agency.
The Air Force, noting the U.S.
S.R. is ahead in the military
phase, considers the 7-3 budget
ratio in favor of civilian space
exploration over Pentagon projects as out of balance, and
questions strongly the wisdom
of civilian control over all space
programs.
Research efforts have been
conducted in such areas as rocket-driven ships with weapons,
space crafts capable of destroying enemy satellites, death ray
satellites,
moon bases, and
planes able to operate in both
air and space. Intelligence gadgets, such as Midas, for detecting mass enemy launchings and
satellites to join orbits and report missions of unidentified objects lack full support.
This imformation and the Soviet edge in military potential
has caused Sen. Barry Goldwater (R.-Ariz.) and Sen. H. · W.
Cannon (D-Nev.) • to point out a
grave danger: ''We could become the best informed nation
on space science only to be destroyed by hostile military capabilities of the Soviets,"

_.C ivil Rights - New Jersey
Compared with the southern
states, New Jersey is far advanced in civil rights legislation, but racial discrimination
still persists-racial discrimination which can be remedied
through ·legislation. Many places
serving the public are "restricted'• and as is well known, discrimination in housing is widespread. Racial barriers in skilled
trades, due to discrimination is
apprenticeship training, is barring many Negro youths from
entering this lucrative area.
What must be done? The passage of two civil rights bills,
sponsored by Assemblyman Nelson F. Stamler (R-Union County)
currently before the State Legislature woul.d alleviate the first
two problems. One bill defines
a place of public accommoda(Continued on Page 7)

close. Please Mister Man?

Of course I'm not a bureaucratic
non-entity. So what? Oh.
Well, I'm the Governor and I
want to see the campus?
No, huh? The President? Still no.
I hate gas, and I want to use all
mine up? I'm a sabateur?
I want to go pray to J. Karley?
Look! Here's $10. Now? Well
how about givingmethe$10back ?
What do you mean, what $10?
1

You are a nasty man, too!
Same to you, fella!
Mister Man, is our $10perparking sticker paying for you to be
such a pest?
I am happy to know it is put to
such good use.
If I back up 100 yards and gather
momentum,
Will you let me by?
You dare me?
You will bleed all over my tryci cle?

You are a sloppy man, also.
Well, I see that the library is
closed now.
Thank you, Mister Man, for being
so nice.

by D. Fred Licks

Faculty News

II

11

Dr. Evan Richardson spent six weeks at American University
during the summer, studying the teaching of the history and philosophy
of science and mathematics. He received a National Science Foundation grant for his studies.
Three other members of the Science Department also studied
this summer on N.S.F. grants. Daniel Blount studied advanced
physics at Stevens Institute of Technology for the third year under
the auspices of the Foundation. Donald A. Struyk, new to the Science
Department this year, participated in the "Frontiers of Physical
Science Institute" conducted at Columbia University. His courses
were centered around the test concepts in nuclea_r physics. John G.
Wagner, also a new faculty member, studied advanced physics at
Adelphi College.
Dr. Marvin J. Baskin taught organic chemistry to premed students in Rutgers University's summer se·s sion.
W. Carl Burger, a Fine Arts professor, was awarded first
prize in wat~r colors in the professional division of the annual
fall exhibit at Trailside Museum Watchung. More than 400 amateur
and professional artists exhibited works this year. In addition tc
his teaching duties, Mr. Burger is Art Advisor for Memorabilia.
Dr. Robert H. Roth has been named Acting Director of th,
Child Study Center, Dr. Roth fills a vacancy created by the resig·
nation of Dr. Ruth C. Boyle.
..
Dr. i:ioward F. D;~sbury, Jr., will deliver a major paper
An Outline of Islam,
at the New Jersey Christian Palestini
Association Conference, to be held at Upsala College on November 1
The Association is sponsoring a special seminar on Islam. Dr. Dids·
bury has also been elected to life membership in the Pakistan Phil·
o~ophical Congress. The Congress is the major philosophical asso·
c1ation in Pakistan, and a leading academic body in the Islami,
world.
Dr. Robert L. Latherow has been appointed Lieutenant for Ne,
York State of the Eastern Division of the National Association of th
Teachers of Singing.
Mrs. Phyllis Kavett, with her husband Hymen, is author of
classroom unit in geology. The piece, entitled ''Oil equals Soil plu
Toil•• appears in the October issue of Instructor Magazine.
Dr. William P. Angers co-authored a paper "A Four Year Stud
of the Character~stics of Engineering Students" currently appearin:
in the current issue of Personnel and Guidance Journar., officia
organ of the American Personnel and Guidance Association. Dr
Ang~rs also has been made a member of the advisory board of th,
Institute for Analytical Psychotherapy, Englewood.
Richard J. Herrick received a cordial note from Dr. Marie
Pei in response to Mr. Herrick's letter to the editor publishec
in the August 18 issue of Saturday Review. Mr. Herrick commentec
on an article by Dr. Pei which criticized linguists. Dr. Pei, professoi
of romance languages at Columbia University, is the author of ,
number . of books among them 'The Story of Langua,ge and The Story

of English.

.

---'---------Johnny has a gun.
Spike and Johnny both have guns.
Bang, bang, bang\

First Grade Primer
(Continued from Page 5)
Johnny is a gangster.
Gangster, gangster, gangster!
This is a gun.
This is Johnny's gun.
Johnny kills people, too.
Dead, dead, dead!
Johnny goes to the dance hall.
Spike goes to the dance hall.
Jane works in the dance hall.
Busy, busy, busy!
Spike likes Jane.
Johnny likes Jane.
Jane likes Jane.
Trouble, trouble, trouble!

Spike is dead.
Johnny is ·dead.
Jane is unemployed.
Unemployed, unemployed, unem·
ployed!
This is Joker.
Joker bosses the mob.
Joker likes Jane.
Mob1 mob, mob!
Joker likes Jane
Jane likes Jane.
Joker is rich.
Married, marrie.d, married!
And I- they lived happily ever
after.

by Roberta Cook

Spike has a gun.

Give lls a Captwn

~

I.

SODA
BICARBONATE

"Ahhh, Mr. Ketsoules, about that Friday cafeteria menu?"

After this issue the Picture t~at the INDEPENDENT wants captions for will be on the bulletin board outside the INDEPENDENT office. The best captions will be printed, along with the picture in the next
week's paper.
'
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Florence Dwyer To
Speak On Campus
Florence Price Dwyer, member of Congress for the si.Ith
district in .New Jersey, will
address the student body. Speaking in the Science Lecture Hall,
room 130, Mrs. Dwyer will beon
the Newark State campus Thursday, October 11, at 4 : 30.
According to Kenneth Meeks,
chairman of the NSC Young Republicans, the congresswoman
will
answer questions after
a short statement. The meeting
is open to all students, regardless
of political affiliation.
Mrs. Dwyer will speak to current political problems ranging
from
Medicare
to
air-sea
blockade of Cuba. She has received
national attention as
miniority leader of the House
of Representatives sub - committee investigating Billie Sol
Estes, Texas agricultural magnate.
The
three-term congress-

GOP View
(Continued from Page 6)
tions as any place open to and
serving the public; the other
guarantees the right of every
individual to purchase a house
anywhere he chooses.
As for discrimination in job
opportunities, Bill A-155, recently passed by the State Legis lature, would have allowed Negro youths to enter skilled trades
by breaking the barriers to apprenticeship training. Unfortunately, Governor Richard Hughes
(Democrat) has refused to sign
this bill into law.

CNncil Eyes Budgets;
Opera Box Continued
Continued action on budget appropriations highlighted the third
Student Council meeting of the
1962-63 academic year. The
meeting, held October 5, saw the
continuation of the Council• s September 28 tabling motion of the
Nu Lambda Kappa budget appropriation.
Nu Lambda Kappa, publisher
of the Dana Review, had originally
asked for $735. However, due to
a balance from the 1961-62 year
of $93, the Executive Board re commended an appropriation of
$635. Because of the lack of a
motion on the matter, the budget
item was again laid on the table.

Representative Florence Dwyer

Opera Box Continued

woman served on the New Jersey
legislature and was responsible
for an '' equal pay for women"
statue.
At the September 18 meeting
of the YR's, Mrs . Dwyer was
elected to honorary membership.

The box at the Metropolitan
Opera House which Council sponsored last year has been obtained
a~ain this year. Slight changes
in procedure have been made .
A rise in the cost of the box
is reflected in a rise in the cost
of student tickets.
These rules were adopted by
Council:
1. Tickets are for Newark
State Undergraduates, ONLY.
2 . Students are limited to one
purchase of one ticket per season;
those students who wish to be
considered as "repeaters" will
sign for ticket openings.
3. A deadline for student purchasing of tickets will be set for
five (5) days before each performance. After this deadline
the tickets will be on sale to the
"repeaters" first, and then to
the faculty.
4. A deposit of $1.00 can reserve a ticket for
a person
provided the full amount is paid
before the announced final date
for each p~rformance. If the full
amount is not paid, the student
will forfeit his dollar deposit and
the ticket will then go on sale:
5. Tickets will be sold on a
first come, first served basis.
6. The following dates are
open: October 20; November 3
and 24; December 22; January
12 and 26, 1963; February 16;
March 9 and 23; and April 13.
7. There are eight seats in
the box. Students pay one-half
of the cost of nine dollars. In
other words, tickets cost $4.50.

Requests For World Disappears
Our Readers
The INDEPENDENT asks that all
persons wishing to write letters
to the editor sign their names .
Of course, these names will be
held in the strictest confidence
if it is so desired.
The Independent also needs
people to work on the staff.
Typists, writers, reporters, etc.
are sorely needed. No experience
is necessary.
Our advertising program is
just getting underway and we
would request that if anyone
knows of individuals or organizations
desiring
advertising
space, please contact a member
of the Independent staff, preferably Jared Falek, advertising
director.
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An Aero-Service plastic_ relief
map of the world disappeared
last week from Room 151, according to Geograph;<7 professor
Eta Prusser.
No one in the Social Science
Department has seen the map and
the sci ence people on the floor
have no knowledge of its whereabouts,
according
to
Miss
Pruser.
' 'We cannot offer a reward,
but would appreciate its return
to either office 1150-or 1158,"
Miss Pruser stated.
This represents the second
disappearance of geographic materials from a classroom since
June. At that time a 12-inch
globe on a chrome base was taken
from Room 120 and hasn't been
seen since.
A resolution blasting the Democrat - controlled Assembly deserves repeating: ''We strongly
question the undemocratic Ass em b 1 y
Committee
system
wherein three men can and have
bottled up legislation, and even
one man alone, has, in fact, ov,erruled the will of the majority.
We condemn the practice of Assembly committees of bottling
up much-needed reform legislation-and in particular we condemn the Judiciary Committeesolely because such legislation
is
sponsored by outstanding
members of the opposition party.
"we therefore call upon the
Assembly to set a time limit
for a bill to go before a committee."

Captwn Beaetwns

Exchange Planned
In reference to an Exchange
Assembly with other state colleges, Council President Edward
Martin said it would be an exchange of talent between the colleges. The Council committee
investigating this point last year
dissolved with the graduation of
its members; a committee was
formed to investigate the whole
aspect again.

Music Department
In reference to previous action
of the Council in tabling appropriations for music department
activities for students, Mr. Martin read a letter from Jack E.
Platt, chairman of the NSC music
department_. Mr. Platt explained
the services which the department offers in return for its
appropriations .
On a motion by Senior Betty
Grodski, Council committed to
committee a suggestion by Spencer Kopecky that the Campus
Committee's fireplaces in the
ten-acre tract be investigated.
At the same time, the Committee's appropriation of $900,
approved
at
the
previous
Council meeting, was held up
pending the committee report.

Re: Mimeographing
John Korley, college buslne11manager,asksat least
Sdaystodocollege mlmeogl"aphlng.

If you had roses growing out of your ears, you'd be In bed tool Andre
Haug
Life.ls a bed of roses when you sip NSC (snack bar) coffee.
Cynthia Judson
It's hydroselenlcsodlaldyoxen«se, of course. Zoe Sayer
Ah, I can breathe again. Linda Mo.leen

·Edward Martin, student organization president, asks

at least 24hours for student
org mimeographing.

Child Study Center Report
by Dr. Robert Roth
The study of
creativity and
the characteristics of creative
people
are two areas
of great interest in current research
on
human
growth and development. The
practical importance of such
work, with its implications for
child rearing and teaching, cannot be overstressed. Those of
us who wish to help all people
develop
their
creative
potentials, need to know and reflect on the ~rnrk being done in
the study of creativity.
One recent article of importance is published 1n the July
1962 issue of the American Psychologist. It is "The Nature and
Nurture of Creative Talent"by
Prof. Donald W. Mackinnonofthe
University of California at Berkeley. One must read the entire
article for a detailed report of
the study (and a copy of the
American Psychologist is available in the NSC Library), but
even a few selected paragraphs
will give some indication of the
important findings of this research. These results are based
on the study of a group of 40
highly
creative,
successful
American architects, who were
studied intensively for purposes
of determining the sources and
developmental history of their
creative abilities.
Here are four excerpts from
the article: • 'What appears most
often to have characterized the
parents of these future creative
architects was an extraordinary
respect
for
the
child and
confidence in his ability to do
what was appropriate. Thus they
did not hesitate to grant him
rather unusual freedom in exploring his universe and in making deci sions for himself-and
this early as well as late. The
expectation of the parent that
the child would act independently
but reasonably and responsibly
appears to have contributed immensely to the latter's sense of
personal autonomy whi'ch was to
develop
to
s~ch a marked
degree."
(p.491)
' ' There is the openness of the
creative person to experience
both from within and from without
which suggests that whether we
be parent or teacher we should
use caution in setting limits upon
what those whom we are nuturing
experience and express.
11
Discipline and self-control are
necessary. They must be learned
if one is ever to be truly creative,
but it is important that they not
be overlearned they should be
used flexibly, not rigidly or compulsively.":- (p.493)
'' The- danger in all parental
instruction, as in all academic
instruction, is that new ideas and
new possibilities of action are
criticized too soon and too often.
Training in criticism is obviously
important and so widely recognized that I need not plead
its case. Rather I would urge
that, if we wish to .. nurture
creative potential, an equal emphasis be placed on perceptiveness, discussing with our students as well as with our children,
at least upon occasion, the most
fantastic of ideas and possibilities. It is the duty of parents
to communicate and of professors
to profe!la what they judge to be
true, but it is no less their duty

by example to encourage in their
children and in their students an
openness to all ideas and especially to those which most
challenge and threaten their own
judgments."
(p.493)
"These and other data should
remind all of us who teach that
creative students will not always
be to our liking. This will be due
not only to their independence in
situations in which nonconformity
may be seriously disruptive of the
work of others, but because,
as we have seen, more than most
they will be experiencing large
quantities of tension produced
in them by the richness of their
experience and the strong opposites
of their nature. In
struggling to reconcile these opposites and in striving to achieve
creative solutions to the difficult
problems which they have set
themselves they will often show
that . psychic turbulence which is
so characteristic of the creative
person. If, however, we can only
recognize the sources of their
disturbance, which often enough
will result in behavior disturbing
to us, we may be in a better
position to support and encourage
them in their creative striving."
(p.494)

Athletic Assodation
(Continued from Page 1)
finance the physical education
classes. He further pointed out
that the Athletic Association already uses some of the state
bought equipment for its activities. Ken Meeks asked for an explanation of the administrative
item. It was explained that this
money would be used to tide the
organization over the financial
difficulties incurred during the
beginning of the 1963-64 academic year.
Concessions came up for dispute when Bill Schiebler stated
that the working capital of $250
for concessions should be done
away with. The argument w'as that
receipts from basketball games
actually return to the fund a11:d
so eliminate the needforworking
capital. Carl Marinelli said that
the money went into a checking
account and was used to cover
debts incurred.
Dr. Errington stated that the
$3,500 for miscellaneous goes
for the activities of golf, soccer,
tennis, and bowling which do not
have a specific amount appropriated to them. Peggy Kosek
explained that the maximum
amount that Council could appropriate to the Athletic Association was $10 per student per
year. Carl: Marinelli emphasized
that when $10 per student was
first appropriated there were_
only twe varsity sports, basket1
'ball and baseball. Last year, socleer and tennis were added, and
this year saw the addition of
bowling. Joan Schwartz pointed
out that now there were more
students from which to extract
$10 appropriations. Throughout
the discussions, emphasis was
put on the relatively small amount
of funds Student Council had with
which to conduct its activities
during the coming year.
Motions to appropriate $21,500
and $18,500 to the Athletic Association were subsequently de·feated. Bill Schiebler made the
motion that $5.00 per student
per semester be appropriated.
This motion was seconded by
Joan Schwartz and passed by
Council.

Duplicawr Bond Paper $2.50 Ream
Master Stencils .07 each
Book and Supply Swre
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The Great Base Robbery

Meet The Officers

The Maury Wills Story

W.B.A.

by T. C:. Kuc
Puffing no harde~ than a train on level ground, Maury Wills,
the man with the satellite shoes, orbited his 104th base on the last
day of the National League pennant race.
Not since Sadie Hawkins Day has a man run so skillfully fast,
against greater odds, than has Wills in his record shattering performance. This studiously intelligent speedster, feared on the basepaths as no other man has ev er been feared before, gained his
Mercurian. fame by a · m~ticulous study of base stealing. Wills; who
employs what Casey Stengel calls a " snake slide," follows the flaws
of the pitchers and also the moves of the second baseman or shortstop. The Dodger star insists tht sliding slows a runner down . To
gain the extra running step, he studies the giveaway moves of the
man covering second.
Maury's stolen bases (104) if placed end to end would stretch
out to approximately 413 feet, which the opposition sometimes
thinks he has.
Having stolen three or more bases on several occasions including the final game of the 1962 playoff, the somewhat humorous
Wills said of himself, " There hav e been times when I stole three
bases in a game and had a chance for more, but I wouldn't do it.
I don't want people mad at me for stealing.''
The L. A . flash who added eight bases to the 96 stolen by the
fiery "Georgia Peach, " Ty Cobb, never exhibited the flying spikes
of his predecessor. The adage " All's well that ends well," IJ]-ay be
applied here, for Cobb, whose spikes flashed at the amiable giant
Honus Wagner in the 1909 World Series had to learn the hard way.
Having already stolen a base in that particular series game, Cobb
tried for two and came into second spikes airbound and screaming,
" Out of my way, Krauthead", at the old Dutchman, Wagner. _Wagner
nimbly danced out of the way and looked at· Cobb strangely, saying
nothing. Cobb's next attempt, with the ubiquitous screaming sound
of a "Banzai" charge saw Wagner step aside and tag Cobb right
between the eyes, the ball in a fist that from the ground up, looked
like King Kong's. "What did you say?'' asked Honus mildly. Cobb
said not a word. Too stunned to even t hink, he stole no more. Cobb
was another who ' ' dared to teach but never ceased to learn.''
Wills, a gentle sort of fellow, neither ·s lashes or irritates infielders, yet he has amassed an amazing total of 104 stolen bases.
This shows that "good guys don't finish last."
Anot her record held by Maury, which no other man in history
can claim, is, having played in 164 games in one season. With the
major leagues threatening to go back to the 154 game schedule, it
looks like the time will pass on and the ages will roll before that
one is broken.
The Maury Wills story reads somewhat like another story; that
of the "Bird.man of Alcatraz," Robert Stroud. From a badman, who
couldn't hit and spent eight long years in the ·minors, to a star,
coveted by the dwellers of the " Golden Gulch", Chavez Ravine.
The story of the man with heart, guts, flying feet, and the
anxiety of the opposition is summed up in the three lines which
follow . " Wills tied his shoelaces at third and looked swift. McCormick looked fierce as he stood on the mound. At the plate,
Fairly waited."

Squires lose Two
by Richie Gflli .gan
On Saturday the 29th of September the Squires held their
ground at Drew University, Madison Campus. For the full first
quarter the Squires led 1-0 as
a result of the goal scored by
"Dickey" Moore, only to be surpassed late in the second quarter by two green and white goals.
During the second half the
Squires made a fine attempt to
even the score through outstanding defensive plays by Bill Grier
and Clem Zotta. However, a Foreign Exchange Student from Taiwan stole the show by bombarding the blue and gray goal line
for two goals and three assists,
and thus putting the game out of
reach for the Squires by the score
of 5-1.

Squires Lose to Hall.
Seton Hall still remains undefeated as they blanked the
Squires on Tuesday, October 2.
An enthusiastic group watchedas
the Hall took a commanding lead
in the first quarter. Corner passes set up the first two goals

for the Pirates. With the score
2-0, and the Pirates on the offensiv e, a shot was taken on the
goal. J i m Dowling made the save,
but a miniature Pirate seemed
to disagree v erbally_ with our
goalie and a heated discussion
turned into a short non - titled
bout. The referees disagreed with
the contestants and sent both
battlers to the side-line to meditate .
This brief intermission didn't
seem to cool off the visiting
Pirates as they rallied for three
more goals 1ri the second half.
Coach
Errington
substituted
freely throughout this half, hoping to come up with a scoring
punch. When the final whistle
blew the Squires had succumbed
once again, 6-0.
I personally want to thank the
student body and the cheerleaders (Barbara (Hoot) Gibson, Captain; Pat Madeo; Sonia Markwell;
Jean Hertzel;and Ginny Jay), for
thei r showing at both the Drew
and Seton Hall games. I do hope
that this interest will continue
at all the fUture home games.

Girls (17 or over) interested In cheering N.S.C. on
to Victory.
EXPERIENCE: Preferred (but not necessary).
Dance Studlo-D'Angola Gym.
APPLY:

WANTED:

TIME:

Practice starts October
22 5 days
November 1 4 days
(These i,ractices will be held during your free
periods •

TRYOUT:
November 2nd at 4:30 p.m.
ATTIRE:
Gym Uniforms.
POSITION AVAILABLE: Varslty-10 regulars-1 alternate
Junior varslty-6 regulars.

FOR l'URTHER INFORMATION: See Barbara "Hoot" Gibson, captain.

This year the · president and
vice-president of the Womens
Recreation Association happen to
be sisters. They are respectively Ellen and Judy Gantly.
Ellen, a senior, and a General

Ellen Gantly
Elementary major is a graduate
of Holy Family Academy in Bayonne. Her most active participation and enthusiasm for the
WRA has been evident for all
h'er four years . She is also a
member of the College Glee Club,
the Hi-Lows, the Newman Club
of which she was president last
year, and Kappa Epsilon sorority.
Judy who is holding the office
her sister held two years ago is

October 10, 1962

Squire Sport Talk ....
1..... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

by Kuc and Harris _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.

Squire basketball coach, William A. LaRusso has called for
the second basketball meeting of the year. Any candidates ·for the
squad are urged to attend. The meeting is scheduled for the gym
at 4:00 PM on Thursday, October 11, 1962.
We would also like to reprint the proposedrevision in the Men's
Athletic Association Constitutional because of an error in the September 26th addition of this newspaper. Robert Conway's addition
to the Constitution describes the various ways of becoming a participating member in the association. It reads as follows :
A , A participating member in any five intramural games.
B. A participating member in 50% of any one intramural sport.
C. A varsity player.
D. A Committee member of the association,
Only ONE of the above four requirements must be met annually in
order to maintain the position of a pa;i:ticipating member. The main
point in Mr. Conway's amendment is •primarily directed toward
clarifying the criteria for voting in the M . A.A. elections. We repeat,
only ONE of tpe above four requirements has to be met annually to
vote in the M.A.A.
This year the WRA is sending five of its members to the Eastern
Collegiate Tennis Tournament for Women.
The girls were chosen from the advanced tennis group and they
are : Rose Lucco, Geraldine Jachim, Lois Burkhardt, Janet Opp,
and Lynn Richards.
The tournament will take place at the West Side Tennis Club
in Forest Hills, New York from Friday, October 12, to Sunday,
October 14.
The Modern Dance Club under the supervision of Mrs. Resnick
and Miss Smith held its tryouts last Tuesday for all those who were
interested.
Out of the thirty-two girls who tried out, thirteen were chosen
for the dan~e club. They are · Kathy Bennett, Irene Cruz, Pat De
Vanney, Prisilla Driscoll, Gay Hauck, Alyce Joffey, Diane Kalfus,
Sandy Kobus, Joanne Leone, Eunice Marshall, Lucille Moser, Meg
Muntrick, and Pat Partelow.
However, the nineteen other girls who tried out will continue
to meet separate from the Dance Club as a Dance Class on Tuesday
from 3:30 to 5:00 . PM. Tryouts will again be held in February.
Attention is called to the Junior vs. Sophomore football game
scheduled for Thursday. The Sophomore team has taken their first
two games. Many impartial observers have been impressed by the
power demonstrated by the Sophs. Last year's championship Junior
team had won one and had another washed out. The roster of the
Junior team includes all of last year\, players. The Juniors looked
impressive in their workout last Thursday. There is little doubt
that this week's contest shapes up as a key contest for both teams.

Weekly Schedule
Judy Gantly
also a graduate of Holy Family
Academy. She is a sophomore
at Newark State and is a Gen·
eral Elementary major. Besides
the WRA, she is a member of
Student Council, the college orchestra, and the Newman Club.
B oth sisters are looking forward to a very successful y ear
and they hope that the WRA will
grow even s t ronger in t he near
future.

Parking
(Continued from Page 1)
dark hours. At this time, i t has
been oberved, the lights have been
extingui shed in the neighborhood
of midhight.
With the seeding of the Residence Hall lawn, a barricade
was erected at the end of Monmouth Road to keep -persons out
of the campus. Before the end of
last mon:th, students have been
able to walk through this area
to reach campus buildings. Pre-,
sident Wilkins noted that this barricade was another feature to
keep unwanted persons off the
campus. He added that campus
guards will soon be outfittedwith
time clocks which will be punched
at key-locations on campus to
keep better check on after-hours
activity.
The road past the Power Plant
to the dorms was blockaded Fripay, October 5, in an attempt to
allow the new lawn areas to seed
properly. Cars and pedestrians
have caused the lawns to be reseeded three times.
The letter from the residents
also alluded to the restriction
forbidding parents' cars in the
College Center-Library area.
" No cars other than those of the
faculty and staff are permitted
beyond Townsend Hall. This
means that girls returning to
the Residence _Hall on Sunday
must park in the main parking
lot and carry luggage, boxes,
clothing on hangers, etc., all the
way to the Residence Hall.
l'arents visiting their daughters
are also inconvenienced by having
to ,w~k from the parking lot . . . "

Wednesday, Oct. 10
10 A.M. - 4 P.M. Music Dept. Chairman Conference
Fae. Din. Room
Renata Workshop
1: 30 P.M.
Freshman Library
1: 30 P.M.
Little Theat er
Orient ation
Stu. Teaching Coordi1: 30 P.M.
Meetings Room
nators Comm.
Cheer Committee of
1 : 30 P.M.
Music Room
Class of '65
Stu. Pers. Off
Student Pers. Comm.
1:30 P.M.
Townsend-Room
Curriculum Comm.
1:30 P.M.
136
Meeting
Meetings Room
Nu Sigma Tau Soci al
4 : 30 P.M.
Alumni Office
Alumni Exec. Committee
7 : 30 P.M.
Fae . Din. Room
Nu Sigma Tau
7 : 30 P.M .
Little Theater
Star of David
7 : 30 P.M.
Hex Room
Sigma Beta Tau
7 : 30 P.M.
Thursday, Oct. 11
3:00
3:30
3:30
3: 30
3:30
4:30
6 : 00
8:00

P . M.
P . M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Friday, Oct. 12
4:30 P.M.
8 : 00 P.M.

Saturday, Oct. 13
10:00 A.M.
All Day
Monday, Oct. 15
All Day
1:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
1: 3-0 P.M.
1:30
4 : 30
7 : 30
7 : 30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Tuesday, Oct. 16
3:30 P.M.
3: 30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
7 : 00 P.M.
7 : 30 P,M.
7:30 P.M.

Oct. 11 - Oct. 18 ACE Membe r ship Drive
Soccer-Bloomfield
Home
Social Science Dept. Tea
Fae. Di n . Room
B i shops Players (Semi nar) Little Theatre
ACE-SEA Tea
Meetings Room
Tsd. Room 118
Alpha Phi Omega
Sci.Aud. 130
NSC Young Republicans
Meetings Room
Delta Sigma Pi Social
Bishops Players (PerLittle Theater
formance)

Fae. Din. Room

Student Council Meeting
Freshman-Sophomore
Dance

Main. Din. RooIL

Soccer-Jersey City State
(Conference Game)
Civil Defense Adult Edu.

Away
Sci. Aud. 130

Teachers from other lands Campus
Fae. Lge-Tsd.
Dept. Chairmen
Tsd.-Room 116
Graduate Council
Orientation-Soph. Going to
Sci. Aud. 130
Stokes Oct. 22-26
Little Theater
Fr. Library Orientation
Skoshi Room
Exec. Board, Stu. Org.
Fae. Din. Room
Aleithian Club
Hex Room
I.F.S.C.

CCUN
French Club
NSC Theater Guild
Committee of Ten
Chi Delta Social
Int. Reading Ass'n. Dinner Mtg.
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi

Fae. Din. Room
Tsd.-Room 122
Little Theater
Fae . Lge. -Tsd.
Sci. Aud. 130
Meetings Room
Fae . Din. Room
Little Theater
Hex Room

